We study contests between players who care only about the mean and variance of lotteries. This framework admits situations where players may not obey the axioms of expected utility maximization. If there are only two identical players in the contest, then we obtain a general irrelevance result: even though the players are variance-averse, in equilibrium they will act as if they are not. If there are more than two identical players, then attitudes towards variance influence the equilibrium efforts and the outcome: variance-averse players dissipate less rent than variance-neutral players. However, this effect disappears as the number of players increases, and when the number of players becomes very large, we obtain an approximate irrelevance result: players "almost" act as if their variance-aversion does not matter. Finally, we show that in asymmetric contests where players have different coefficients of variance aversion, the less variance-averse player will not necessarily exert more effort than the more variance-averse player.
Introduction
The issue of how players' risk aversion affects effort and rent dissipation arises frequently in the theoretical analysis of contests, and also in applications of this theory to rent-seeking behaviour, litigation, violent conflict and political campaigning.
1 Risk averse players have a desire to avoid large losses and may exert greater effort in order to achieve this objective. For example, Skaperdas (1991) shows that when the size of the prize is endogenous, then the more risk averse both contest participants become, the greater the amount of resources that are devoted to conflict.
However, this result is far from general. Hillman and Katz (1984) analyse rentseeking contests with a large number of players (the so-called "competitive" case) and find that rent dissipation declines as risk aversion increases. On the other hand, Konrad and Schlesinger (1997) examine a model with symmetric players but with general utility functions in an expected utility framework, and show that an increase risk aversion has an ambiguous effect on rent dissipation. In other words, they show that it is possible for the contest with identical risk-averse players to dissipate more of the rents than the same contest with risk-neutral players. Treich (2009) extends this result by showing that if risk-averse players are also prudent (in the sense that the third derivative of the utility function is non-negative), then risk aversion always decreases efforts compared to the case of risk-neutral players. Finally, Cornes and Hartley (2012) study contests between players who exhibit loss aversion, and find that if the degree of loss aversion is sufficiently large, there may be multiple equilibria. They also show that in the presence of other asymmetric equilibria, the symmetric equilibrium may display perverse comparative statics (for example, it is possible for aggregate expenditure to be decreasing in the number of players).
Another question of interest is whether a less risk averse player exerts more effort than his more risk averse opponent(s). Skaperdas and Gan (1995) study rent seeking games with an exogenous prize when players have constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) preferences, and show that a less risk averse player will exert more effort than his more risk-averse opponent, and will therefore have a higher probability of winning.
Cornes and Hartley (2009) study asymmetric contests with risk averse players, and extend these earlier results by showing that for asymmetric contests with prudent riskaverse contestants who not too large (as measured by their equilibrium probability of winning, aggregate lobbying effort is smaller than in a second contest with the same contest success function but risk-neutral contestants.
To gain a deeper understanding of the effect of attitudes toward risk on effort in contests, this paper studies contests in the familiar mean-variance framework of introductory finance theory. 2 The power of the mean-variance model is that offers a simple and intuitive structure in which to analyse the effects of risk on individual incentives and aggregate market outcomes in a wide variety of interesting situations. For example, as is well known, the framework is one of the key assumptions in the standard Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), which is ubiquitous in the finance literature.
3 However, the mean variance framework also has its conceptual and theoretical disadvantages. Foremost among these is that if the model is to be consistent with the axioms of expected utility (EU) maximisation, it can only be applied in a limited set of circumstances. One instance that leads to preferences over only the first two moments of the lottery within the EU framework is when individuals are assumed to have quadratic preferences. Another modelling strategy is to restrict the underlying distributions of the set of lotteries being chosen (i.e. assets or portfolios in the finance setting) to those that can be completely characterised by their first and second moments (for example, the Normal distribution).
In other instances, the mean-variance model may not be consistent with expected utility maximisation. However, all of the CAPM results still obtain. Hence, if one is willing to work outside the assumptions of expected utility maximisation, then the mean-variance framework is quite useful In addition, it has some attractive theoretical properties. For example, Loffler (1996) shows that a preference relation is strictly variance averse and strictly monotonic in the riskless asset if and only if the representing utility function fulfills the μ-σ 2 criterion. Epstein (1985) adopts a range of general postulates regarding declining absolute risk aversion, and shows that these imply mean-variance preferences.
Our analysis focuses on the extent to which variance-aversion affects incentives and behaviour in symmetric contests. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents two examples to illustrate the main issues. Section 3 explores a more general setup with mean variance preferences. Section 4 explores the case with two asymmetric players. Section 5 concludes.
Two Illustrative Examples
Before considering the general case, this section presents two examples of contests in which the players have mean-variance preferences that are frequently encountered in microeconomic analysis and the theory of finance.
Expected Utility Maximisation with Quadratic Utility Functions
For an example of mean-variance preferences which are consistent with expected utility maximization, suppose that each player ranks amounts of wealth received with certainty according to the quadratic utility function:
As is well known, this means that each player ranks lotteries according to the following mean-variance criterion:
We assume that w R > , and to ensure that utility is increasing, we assume that 1 w R b > + . Together, these assumptions are sufficient to guarantee the uniqueness of equilibrium.
5
The first order conditions yield:
We assume the following contest success function (CSF):
In a contest framework, these preferences have been considered by Hartley (2009) and Treich (2008) 5 Cornes and Hartley (2009) show that a sufficient condition for uniqueness is that
. With the quadratic preferences in (1), we have '( ) 1 u w bw = − and so a sufficient condition is 2[1 (
. The assumptions that w R > and 1 w R b > + ensure that this condition is satisfied.
For the purposes of our analysis, the key feature of the CSF in (2) is the anonymity property: each player's probability success does not depend on their identity or the identities of their opponents, but just on each player's effort. 7 Then, in a symmetric equilibrium, we have 2 1 1 and
, and so:
If there are only 2 players, then the right hand side of (3) On the other hand, if there are more than two players, then the right hand side of (3) is positive, and since 1
We therefore obtain: 
Non-Expected Utility Maximizers
We now assume that each player has preferences of the familiar form:
It is well known in the finance literature that if an agent is choosing from a family of normally distributed random variables, then the preferences in (3) can be derived by assuming that individuals are expected utility maximizers with constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) parameter b .
However, in a rent-seeking situation, the underlying family of random variables is not normally distributed. As far as the individual rent-seeker is concerned, there are only two outcomes or states of the world that are relevant for each player. If each player takes the other players' efforts as given, we can regard their own choice of effort as the act of choosing a single element from the family of two-point distributions or Bernoulli random variables, where the underlying outcome space for each member of this family is simply { } Win, Lose .
As we show in the Appendix to this paper, when the players in the contest have the preferences in (4), they violate the independence axiom. In other words, these preferences must represent the behaviour of players who do not maximise expected utility.
The first order conditions are now:
We again assume the CSF functional form in (2). In the symmetric equilibrium, we obtain:
Aggregate effort is:
As the number of players grows large, the numerator in (6) approaches R, whilst the denominator approaches 1. We therefore obtain: In other words, variance aversion of the kind embodied in (4) makes absolutely no difference to individual and aggregate outcomes when there are two identical players, and "almost" no difference when there are a large number of identical players. For all other cases, variance aversion reduces individual and aggregate effort.
A General Result for Symmetric Contests
In this section we derive a general version of the results in our previous two examples. Suppose that there are 1 n > players. Let w be the initial wealth of each player and let R be the value of the prize, which we assume to be common to all individuals. We assume that the marginal cost of rent-seeking effort is unity for all players.
We assume that the players only care about the mean and the variance of these lotteries. Thus we can write an individual's preferences as:
where i x is the rent-seeking effort of player i , and i − x is the effort of all other players.
Player i 's expected wealth is:
where i x is the rent-seeking effort of player i , and i − x is the effort of all other players, and i p is the probability that individual i wins the rent-seeking contest. At the margin, an increase in an player's effort has two effects on expected wealth. The first effect is an increase in i p , which is beneficial to agent i . The second effect is that it increases i x , which is costly to agent i . 
Holding the choices of the other players as given, player i can reduce the variance of the lottery that he faces by altering his effort. The change in variance with respect to effort is:
Hence, a player can reduce variance by increasing effort only under a limited set of circumstances -when his probability of winning exceeds one half. In an interior Nash equilibrium, the first order condition for each player i is:
The left hand side is the marginal change in the player's payoff brought about by an increase in effort via the mean. The right hand side is the marginal change in player i 's payoff brought about an increase in effort via the variance. To see this more clearly, note that with the contest success function in (2), we have 1 i n p = in a symmetric equilibrium, and so: 2 2 2 1 1 0
< , we therefore have:
This implies that:
In equilibrium, the marginal benefit of an individual's rent-seeking effort must be greater than unity. However, with risk neutral expected utility maximisers, marginal benefit is exactly equal to unity, and so the inequality in (8) means that if there are 2 n > identical players, they must each put in less effort in equilibrium than if they were risk neutral. In other words, as long as players are identical, aversion to variance reduces individual rent seeking effort in equilibrium.
Asymmetric Contests
Thus far we have only considered contests in which players are identical. As discussed in the introduction, a common question in the contest literature is whether a more risk-averse player will exert more or less effort than a less risk averse player. In this section we therefore consider a similar question, but where the contest is between two variance-averse players with different preferences. Livshits (2003) argues that a natural measure or coefficient of "variance aversion" is the marginal rate of substitution along an indifference curve in mean-variance space, i.e.: Hence, the preferences in (4) have a constant coefficient of variance aversion (CCVA). The payoffs are now:
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Note that player 1 is more variance averse than player 2 if and only if 1 2 b b > . The first order conditions are:
and:
It is clear from the structure of the payoffs and the first order conditions that there exists a symmetric equilibrium in this game in which both players exert the same effort, and that this effort is identical to the case where the players are not variance averse. Hence: The key driver of this result is the structure of the contest success function (in particular, its anonymity property) and the effect on variance. The marginal effect of effort on variance depends on the sign and size of 1 2 i p − , which in a two player contest with the CSF in (2) is zero when the players exert identical efforts. Even when the players have different aversions to variance, there will be an equilibrium in which both players exert the same effort, and will act as if variance does not matter.
Conclusion
In a contest situation, an increase in one's effort increases the probability of obtaining the prize, which increases the mean of the outcome. On the other hand, as we have shown in this paper, increasing the probability that the favourable outcome (winning) will occur also tends to lead to an increase in the variance of the outcome, but only if a player's probability of winning is less than a half. In contests with two players, assumptions of symmetry in the contest success function mean that there will exist a symmetric equilibrium in which the players' influence on variance is non-existent, and they behave as if variance-aversion is irrelevant. In other cases, if players are variance averse, higher effort comes with an additional cost, and there will be a tradeoff between mean and variance. In symmetric contests, variance averse players will tend to put in less effort compared to variance-neutral players. 
